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Fear holds you prisoner. Hope sets you free.
Hope springs eternal.
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irppNew Words & ExW &&w WordsN W d & E iNew Words & ExpressionsNew Words & Expressions
Session 1

addition  n. 

agreement  n. 

appreciation  n. 

boost  v. n.

bring up  v.

              

combine  v. 

                   

confirm  v. 

                  

dedicated  adj. 

             

definition  n. 

                        

deserve  v. 
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discover  v. 

                      

distinguished  adj.  

               

duty  n. 

                 

elicit  v. 

             

forgive  v. 

              

found  v. 

               

generate  v. 

              

generation  n. 

                  

heritage  n. 

               

inform  v. 

                

inspiration  n. 
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36. It takes many years for kids who have suffered so much to learn to love and not to ......... .

37. If your heart is ........., it makes thousands of ways, but if it is not, it makes thousands of excuses.  

38. 

39. These works of art are considered of great importance to Iran’s national ......... .

40. Much of the country is suffering severe ............ of water, and the small quantities supplied are not good for 

human use.

41. Businessman Andrew Carnegie ......... about $330 million to libraries, research projects, and world peace 

endeavors.

42. The science teacher assigned each child to do a/an ......... which would be presented in front of the entire class.

43. When we hire new employees, we look at different criteria, but most ......... education and experience.

44. He whispered something in a language I recognized as Italian, but I could not ......... the words.

45. 

46. If your child becomes ill, be sure that the ......... knows what medicines he or she is taking.

47. Our vacation was a disaster; not only was the food terrible, the weather was very bad ......... .

48. The World Wide Web was ......... by the English scientist Tim Berners-Lee in 1989. However, he wrote the 

49. People employed under similar conditions should not be paid less than others performing similar ......... .

50. He writes a daily journal, and that ......... me to try doing the same thing, but in English.

51. You need to consume a lot more calories than you ......... do each day if you want to gain weight.

52. She made an arrangement with her employer ......... she worked a reduced number of hours.
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53. In Japan, one should give and receive gifts with both hands; this is viewed as a sign of ......... and politeness.

54. The nurses ......... my temperature and changed my ice packs every few hours until my fever broke in the 

evening.

55. He said the weather was beyond our control, and ......... that last summer was one of the hottest on record.

56. Dr. Majid Samii is a ......... Iranian-German neurosurgeon and medical scientist who received Golden Neuron 

Award in 2014.

57. Your mother ......... read a bit of the letter you received because she opened it without looking at the name on 

the envelope.

58. There has been a great deal of political ......... in that European country since the death of the President.

59. 

60. Stopping smoking can help to slow the progress of the condition and help to reduce the chances of lung ......... .

61. Australian researchers have ......... a substance in coffee that acts like morphine, but doesn’t have its deadly 

side effects.

62. Readers of the magazine said they wanted more stories about ......... people and fewer about the rich and 

famous.

63. 

stomach problems. “Decrease” means ......... .

64. I enjoyed my time living and studying in India, but I really felt like I didn’t ......... there, so I was glad to 

65. Success or ......... in learning a language will be determined by what you yourself contribute to the process.

66. If you are unable to attend the interview, for whatever reason, you should ......... us immediately.

67. The greenhouse effect traps the sun’s rays within our atmosphere, ......... raising global temperatures.
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215. Which of the following is grammatically correct?

216. It has been estimated that during every second of our life, 10,000,000 red blood cells ……… .

217. Arjen can’t remember all his passwords, …….… he keeps them in a list which …….… as phone numbers.

218. Professor Williams keeps telling his students that the future ……… to the well-educated.

219. My bike ………! I am going to call the police.  

220. The next decade won’t be as pleasant as the one we have just lived through, ………?

221. A: “Where is your car?” 

B: “It ……… at the moment. I ……… it in an hour.”

222. The story was amusingly told from the point of view of a newborn baby, ………?

223. 

224. Which of the following is grammatically wrong?

225. 

……… a better one.

226. The examination papers ……… by machine. The students ……… their results next week.

227. If you ……… in a car accident and someone ………, you must report the matter to the police.
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228. I had a very tight schedule last week, ……… this week I’m relatively free, ………?

229. The dishes ……… yet. Could you please wash them up?  

230. Everybody was silent as the teacher was announcing the results of the examination, ………?

231. The Amazon valley is ……… important to the ecology of the Earth. Forty percent of the world’s oxygen 

……… there.

232. That charity ……… after a person who donated about two billion dollars, ………?

233. Understanding the situation completely ……… .

234. There was a terrible accident on a busy downtown street yesterday. Dozens of people ………  it, including 

my friend, who ……… by the police.

235. What a beautiful sunset! Let’s hang around for a couple of minutes and watch it, ………?

236. Fiat is the largest automobile manufacturer in Italy. It ……… by a group of Italian businessmen in 1899. 

In 1903, Fiat, ……… 132 cars.

237. Which of the following is grammatically correct?

238. Both of them worked hard so that they could pass the entrance examination, …….…?

239. 

last year.

240. The old woman used to read stories to him when he was a little boy, ………?
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Cloze TTTT tCloze TestsCloze Tests
 

It wasn’t long ago that parents asked their teenage kids to make sure they had coins on them so that they 

could .......

teenagers has a cell phone, and the number .......

..... , is embarrassing: it’s like wearing last decade’s clothes! A recent study showed 

..... to their cell phones that they see little .......... between meeting someone  

     

285 

286 

287 

288 289 

Cloze Passage 1

1) call 2) join 3) leave 4) spend

1) increases 2) increased 3) had increased 4) is increasing

1) by the way 2) already 3) again 4) however

1) addicted 2) involved 3) interested 4) amused

1) heritage 2) excitement 3) difference 4) comparison

.......... some cultures change faster than others.  For example, in the past 10 years, Chinese culture .......

..

using English words ....... ..... goods and restaurants that are 

a theme park that was built in France in 1992.

290 291 

292 

293 294 

Cloze Passage 2

1) so 2) or 3) but 4) if
1) has changed 2) is changed 3) was changed 4) changes

1) in spite of 2) instead of 3) beyond 4) as a result of
1) notice 2) accept 3) catch 4) exist

Empathy is all about learning how to understand other human beings – both what they think and how they feel. 

In other words, empathy is being able ....... ..

..... feel what other 

..

other people  .......

295 296 

297 

298 

299 

Cloze Passage 3

1) putting yours 2) to put yourself 3) put yourself 4) put you

1) yet 2) but 3) or 4) and

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 
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iopng Comg ding Comp hdi C h iReading ComprehensionReading Comprehension
 

Economic circumstances also affect life expectancy, which is a statistical measure of the average time an 

organism is expected to live. For example, in the United Kingdom, life expectancy in the wealthiest and richest 

life expectancy for males in the heavily deprived Calton area stands at 54, which is 28 years less than in the rich 

area of Lenzie, which is only 8 km away.

Life expectancy is also likely to be affected by exposure to high levels of highway air pollution or industrial 

air pollution. This is one way that people’s job can have a major effect on life expectancy. Coal miners (and 

in prior generations, asbestos cutters) often have lower life expediencies than average life expediencies. Other 

factors affecting an individual’s life expectancy are genetic illnesses, drug use, tobacco smoking, fatness, access 

to health care, diet and exercise. 

Passage 1

What does the paragraph before this passage most probably discuss?

Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as a factor affecting life expectancy?

325 

326 

327 

328 
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Culture shock is the emotional and mental reaction to being in a completely new cultural environment. This 

successfully adapts to being in the new culture.

by different cultural values and lifestyles. During this stage, people often have very positive images of their new 

cultural surroundings. They tend to view these in an idealistic way and ignore or minimize problems. Encounters 

with new people are seen as fascinating and unique. This phase is usually quite short for most people and quickly 

gives way to the second stage, called “the frustration phase”.

During the “frustration phase”, the newcomer begins to experience a more negative view of their cultural 

surroundings. The problems of communicating in a new language or tasting different foods, for example, are 

locals in the frustration phase. Newcomers may feel isolated during this phase, and many people will voluntarily 

isolate themselves. Depending on one’s outlook and situation, this phase can last days, months, or even years.

After the frustration phase ends, the adjustment phase begins. This marks the time when newcomers begin to 

adapt to the new culture. They begin to accept the differences around them and the challenges of everyday life. 

They can appreciate some aspects of the new culture while being realistic about those they perceived as problems 

Passage 6

According to the article, what is culture shock?

The word “they” in paragraph 2 refers to ……… .

It can be inferred from paragraph 3 that ……… .

What could you predict as the topic of the next paragraph in the passage?

346 

347 

348 

349 
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